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Ms. Rebccca Schidmt
Nuclear RcgulatoTy Commission
Director, Office of Congressional Affairs
Was•hington, DC 20555-0001
RE: Aviv Goldsmith
Dear Ms. Schidmt:
Enclosed is a copy of correspondence I have received from my constituent, Aviv
Goldsmith, and I believe you will find the letter self-explanatory.
I would appreciate you revicwing the enclosed documentation and providing mc with any
information that may be helpful to my constituent. Please direct your response to my officc at:
4500 Plank Road, Suite 105
Fredcricksburg, VA 22407
(540) 548-1086 Phone
(540) 548-1658 Fax
I am gratcful for any assistance you may be able to provide in this matter.
With kind regards, I remain
Sincerely,
4-r Jo Ann Davis
Member of Congress
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11 Septembcr 2006
Chief, Rulcs and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop T-6D59
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Re: North Anna ESP Permit and)DEIS and SDEIS
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the SDEIS.
In preparing these comments, I have tried to follow the section numbers in the DEIS
but since many items come up in several parts of the document, the comments should
be considered to apply to all such occurrences. Furthermore, I apologize if cor 'imcnts
may be referenced in the wrong section (for example, comments on impacts ar' - given
with cites to scctions on the existing cnvironmcnt).
In gencral, the SDEIS like the DEIS, does not conform to the standards for a N EPAcompliant DEIS.
On February 25, 2006 1 submitted a comment lettcr on the DEIS. Please consi [er the
following four major comments and other clarifications in addition to those

comments.
MAJOR COMMENTS:
1. It appears that there are major discrepancies in the water sections. In
nurmcrous places the SDEIS asserts that data was lacking or simplified mcthodcologies
were used. (See for example Page 1-6 which states inter alia insufficient infon nation
was available "'to allow the I'.,RC staff to complete its independent analysis" an(!
"these issues are not resolved for the North Amna ESP site"). As evidenced fro' the
recent public hearing, water use and impacts on lake level and downstream flor are
major areas of concern. The SDELS (see Table 10-3 e.g.) that the impacts of witer
use and quality are "unresolved" is not sufficient to make a determination of th4
project's acceptability. Perhaps a solution is to commission a truly unbiased third
party water study to provide better methodology and data for impact assessments.
This study could be incorporated into a new DEIS.
2. The section on socioeconomics is lacking. For example, there is no data o i the
impact that the project will have on local house values. The impacts on the hue an
environment must be fleshed out in an EIS and this should be addressed in Sectl on
5.5.3.1 or 5.5.3.5. The potential impacts to the DC area are not addressed at all it the
document and should be included. The document does not address the life cycl( costs
of power and the amount of government subsidy involved.
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3. The transportation section is totally deficient. There is currently insuffic ent

infrastructure to support the construction workforce or handle an evacuation.
Assuming that the roads will be there when requircd (Page 5-37, line 16) is not
e
science, it is superstition. The SDEIS states "No new transportation routes ...
currently planned in thc vicinity of NAPS." (Page 2-4 line 37) There is little to o
funding for road expansions in Virginia. The DEIS acknowledged that the 1-951 606
interchange is congested at "LOS D or worse" and that SR208 from Blockhous : Road
to Lake Anna (about 12.5 miles) is a minor two-lane road. Increased constructian
usage will havc major impacts on thcse roads. If an evacuation is rcquixed duri 3g the
construction intcrval when additional personnel are on site, the impact would b,
staggering.
4. The section on emergencies and radiation impacts is not understandabli by
lay persons. A summary is required that clearly sets out (a) expected radiation
impacts in the study area, and (b) the possible radiation impacts from an emerg ncy.
Emergehncy situations should include terrorist attacks. Shouldn't a worst case alysis
bc included for low-probability events?
OTHER COMMENTS:
5. Although NRC Statement 7590-01-P states that "The scope of the SDEIS is

,

limited to the environmental impacts associated with the changes in ER Revisidn 6"

an it
there is some new information presented about the project as a whole. This aes
confusing for the reader whether the SDEIS is addrcssingjust the cooling chantes or
thc entire projcct. Without a clear understanding the reader cannot form an cdu ated
opinion about the project impacts and thus the acceptability (or not) of its
implemtntation.l
6. The above point argues for re-releasing the SDEIS with the changes from te
DEIS being clearly highlighted such as using an italics or rediine method.
Alternately, a new DEIS could be issued that provides a comprehensive analysi
including addressing many of the shortcomings of the original DEIS.
7. Wc appreciated the opportunity to participate in the August 15 hearing. Ho~ ever
VA DEQ held a hearing on the project on the folJowing day. This presents a ti|•c
burden on affected individuals to participate in both processes. Would it be possible
to hold a combined public hearing that addresses all jurisdictional issues in the l
future? This would facilitatc public participation (which is one of the goals ofI!e
NEPA process) rather than be divisive.
8. It seems that the SDEIS, like the DEIS, was not performed by an unbiased
interdisciplinary team as is required by NEPA. For example, Page 1-6 states h it
"Dominion did not or was unable to provide information and analysis for certa.h
issues sufficient to allow the NRC staff to complete its independent analysis". hus
the issues "are not resolved". The NRC should have commissioned indcpcnder t
sources to develop the required data.
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9. It is imprudent to conclude a recomrmendation to approve an ESP where ma or
issues "are not resolved".
10. The same limited three-year climatological data set that was used in the DEIS is
used for the SDEIS (page 2-7 line 3). Is this the same data referred to in Page •-14
line 22? This may be insufficicnt to accurately predict ground fog impacts front the
project. Furthermore, this data sent is inconsistent with other reporting periods (ee 558 line 38 c.g.) used elsewhere in the document.
1I. The impacts to traffic from increased fog occurrence (Page 5-14 line 23) shLuld
bc addressed in the SDBIS.
12. Does the feeding range of bald eagles or loggerhead strikes cxtend to the Nch
Anna vicinity (Page 2-13 line 32)?
13. The lack of full-time bospitals and fire/rescue facilities in the immediate Lle
Anna area creates a high potential for serious impacts fxom an accident at the pr jct.
How can the SDtI1S state that the impact is SMALL (with no hospitals in "the rrest
three Counties" -page 2-18) when the DEIS stated that the impact is SMALL d
assumed the existence of two hospitals in Spotsylvania?
14. Section 3 introduces the hybrid cooling towe-. Is there an operating nuclear ýlant
in the U. S. that has demonstrated this hybrid cooling tower technology is appropbriate
and safe for such a large thermal load? If not, the technology risks should be as, essed
and discussed herein.
15. Section 3.2.1.2 mentions water treatment effluent. Shouldn't Chapter 8 inclu de
an assessment of a zero discharge option as is used in many other power plants'?.
16. Chapter 3 mentions blowdown and other discharges. Will the applicant stipdlate
to a 100 degree thermal discharge limit as an operating permit condition as requistcd
by the Waterside Property Owners Association? Will the applicant stipulaie to a1104
dcgrcc limit at the end of the discharge canal as requested by Friends of Lake =a?
17. Section 4.4.3 line 35 acknowledges that bald eagles nest as close as 2.5 milc to
the site. What effect will the project have on fish that the eagles may use as a fo >d
source?
18. Given that Louisa County had a population of about 25,000 in 2000 (Page 2- line
42), the conclusion that a construction work force of 5,000 would have a SMALL
impact (Sction 4.5) is unsubstantiated and suspect.
19. At the public hearing, Lake Anna residents expressed concern about the aesthetics
of the cooling towers. A visual simulation should be included as part of section
4.5.1.4 to address this concern.
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20. Section 5.3 mentions that water level changes will be heightened during the
period July- September. Since this coincides with increased sumner recreatiok al
use of the lake, even minor changes could have MODERATE or HIGH impacts'
21. The SDETS continues to be very troubling regarding water analysis. It state, that
the assessments "are based on a simplified representation of the conscrvation of mass
for the lake". This excludes water tempcrature stratifications and the flow
contributions from a many of the tributaries. How then, can the impact forecast4 of
SMALL be reliable? How can "no mitigation" be a reasonable solution?
22. Along the lines of the prior comment, page 5-7 line 26 concludes that "relatively
small errors in the pool elevation measurements using this model can result in
significant en-ors in the precipitation, groundwater, and tributary inflow cstimat ".
How then, can the impact forecasts of SMALL be reliable? How can "no mitig tion"
be a reasonable solution? Perhaps an indcpende.nt comprehensive water study w uld
provide more robust impact assessments.
23. Shouldn't the operator's role in decisions to change the normal lake level (P ge 511, line 28 et. seq.) be one of conditions of the ESP? Just because 'rnodificauors to
the water release regime from the Lake Anna Dam to mitigate impacts would bý
under the jurisdiction of VDEQ (Page 5-33 line 14), does not absolve the opcratbr or
thc NRC from adopting reasonable mitigation measures which could be subject lo
VDEQ approval.
24. Wouldn't the installation of new unit(s) be an opportunity to mitigate some cf the
existing problems with water temperature and lake level?
25. Shouldn't the W=TF be subjcct to Clean Water Act and DEQ slandards? It s fed
by eight public streams and should be treated as public waters.
26. Page 5-24 states that "larval abundance is not known" and that a 1978 mode was
used for the estimation. How good is the estimation? Couldn't representative
sampling give an estimate of larval abundance?
27. Page 5-27 discusses cold shock and says that it will be less of a problem wit a
multiple unit plaut. This is onlytrue if the entire station does not sbut down. If he
remaining unit or units shut down, the cold shock will be much more severe due to
the loss of a huge thermal load.
28. The SDEIS concludes on page 5-31, line 18 that "consumptive water losses nay
noticeably impact lake levels and downstream flows". This is a major area of lo "al
concern and should be more thoroughly analyzed and documented. It is hard to
understand how an impact asscssmcnt of SMALL is derived from the discussion it
seems like the impacts are at least MODERATE and potentially LARGE.
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29. Section 5.9 is hard to understand by lay persons. A summary is requircd th t
clcarly sets out expected radiation impacts in the study area.
30. Section 5.10 is hard to understand the possible radiation impacts from an
cmergcncy. Given that "radiation experts conservatively assume that any amou it of
radiation exposure may pose some risk of causing cancer or a severe hereditary
cffcet", a common language summary is required that clearly sets out expected
radiation impacts in the study area.
31. Please clarify the statements in page 5-57 line 35 et. seq. Does the SDEISsly
that the projcct would create "730 fatal cancers, nonfatal cancers, and severe
hcrcditary effects per 10,000 person"s?
32. The continued lack of analysis and discussion of security against terrorist thleats
in Section 5.10 is a major omission. This subject is clearly part of today's "hun4 an
environment". I would argue that terrorism is not an"accident". Terrorist attaoks
arc deliberate and numerous. The proximity to DC could make North Anna an I
attractive target. Even FBI Director Mueller has stated that a terrorist attack on a
nuclear facility can be "postulated".
33. Section 5.10 should include a worst case analysis for low-probability events,
34. A common-language summary of section 5.10.2 is required.
35. The statement on page 5-69 line 40 that "alternatives to mitigate severe acci ents
are not resolved" is incongruous with the SMALL impact determination. Since ]he
ESP is designed to address site-specific issues, these must be resolved now, not it the
COL stage as is suggested by page 5-70 line 2.
36. The reactors will create approximately 20 MT/year of nuclecar waste. It is
imprudent to issue an ESP until detailed plans for safe waste management, trans ort,
and disposal are in place. This is not claborated in Section 6
37. Section 6.3 mentions that decominissionnbig would eventually be required an5
"reduction of residual radioactivity to a level that permits termination of the NRI
license". Has this been successfully done anywhere in the US? What financial
sccurity does the operator post to assure successful decommissioning?
38. There should be a Section 7.8.B that discusses the cumulative radiologic imp acts
of emergency situations (accidents and terrorism). Casual discussion in 7.8 of nh rmal
operations is insufficient treatment for this potentially devastating situation.
39. As previously commented, the alternative section of the EIS (in contrast to at of
an ER•) needs to assess other alternatives beyond siting such as renewables, dem f
side management, repowering of Units #1 and #2, etc.
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40. Since water is a critical concern, among the major alternatives that should b
considered in detail in Chapter 9 are the retrofitting of a cooling tower to Unit. #1
and/or #2, and the application of a dry cooler to Unit 3. Factors in the analysis :uch
as capital and operating costs and operating efficiencies should be detailed. Th,
conclusion on page 8-5 line 23 is not supported.
41. Since Chapter 8 should address system design alternatives (page 1-10, line .8) the
EIS should include consideration in section 3.2 for locating potentially vulnerat lc
facilities (such as fuel and waste storage) underground to mitigate against tcrro st
attack or aviation accident.
42. Page 1-5 states that an EIS must include an evaluation of alternative sites to
determine whether there are any obvious superior alternatives. Although Chapt -r 9
determines that there are none, it also does not show that the Lake Anna sire is 4lcarly
superior to maDy of the alternatives.
43. Table 10-1 acknowledges that increased traffic congestion is unavoidable.
not congruous with the SMALL impact determination.

4 his

is

44. Table 10-2 should include an assessment of traffic similar to Table 10-1.
Presently, this would also conclude that increased traffic congestion is unavoidable.
45. Overall, the mitigations listed in Section 10 are insufficicnt, Jtems such as
"consider" plume abatement measures are just one example. Plume abatement s ould
be implemented. Major contributions to construction of a reliable road network are
required. Financial contributions to neighboring counties to alleviate the housi• .,
school, and health care burdens of the project should be implemented.
46. The cooling tower will shift much of the thermal load from Lake Annato the
atmosphere. Shouldn't mitigation be required to minimize heat island and climate
change impacts? Such mitigation could include tree planting and similar rcgiorrdl
Measures.
47. Thc determination in Table 10-3 and elsewhere that the impacts on water us

and

quality is "likely to be SMALL" is unsubstantiated. As was clear from the last public
hearing, the public's perception is that the impacts are LAR.GE.
48. Shouldn't Appendix F or L or the socioeconomic section of the text include
mention of the resolution passed by Spotsylvania County against the project and the
ESP?
49. For a project of this magnitude it seems that one public hearing in one locaticin is
insufficient to provide the public a real opportunity to get educated and provide
comments. Limiting the public hearings to evening hours excludes the participa-ion
of those who work evenings. Limiting the public hearings to thc Louisa location
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makes it difficult for those who live in other localities within the affected area
attend.

I

50. Based on the above review, I believe that the SDEIS is substantially flawed and
request that these comments and others be fully addressed and that another DRJ T
EIS be released. Unless such an action is taken, concerned citizcns and local
governments (and indeed the NRC itself, since it is supposed to be relying on tt
DEIS for decision-making) cannot make informed decisions about the propose
project.
51. The flaws in the SDEIS and DEIS do not piovide the scientific, legal, or po cy
background to support a finding to recommcnd the ESP.
I am available to clarify any of these comments. Thank you for your considerat on.
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